
October’s Overture 
(As published in October’s edition of Nacelle) 

  
 

Well, I expect all are overjoyed by the heatwave, that is except if you are a motorcyclist who 
happens to be a farmer or a gardener. 
 
We have been busy in Essex.  I have only experienced at 1st 
hand 2 of the events.   But the first was just about a perfect 
2 day ride out and completed in weather that would have 
been appropriate in California.  
 
We had a ride that at first mostly took in some of the less 
scenic routes but got us to our destination more quickly. 
The rush was well worthwhile as on reaching the Radar 
Museum we were treated to an epic encounter with World War 2 and the Cold War.  Both 
demanded intense levels of concentration and those doing the job in WW2 need to 
concentrate on the detail of attacking German Aircraft with few of the creature comforts we 
take for granted.  These were mostly young women, one quote lives with me, when asked 
what food was on offer, she stated “it was okay if you liked Marmite or cabbage 
sandwiches”.  

The Cold War warriors had it easier but the demands on concentration 
were extraordinary.  Any mistakes could have ended in either war or a 
civilian aircraft brought down. 
After which we made our way to our riverside retreat in Beccles chosen 
by our Chairman Peter D where we meet up with the rest of our jolly 
crew for drinks and dinner.  After a good night’s sleep and a good 

breakfast, we made our way to the Norfolk/ Suffolk Military aircraft museum in Bungy 
Norfolk.  We have visited this attraction before, but it defiantly bears repeating as it’s 
attention to detail is breath taking.  Also noted was that we all 
arrived on Triumphs, a bit of a first for the branch.  The ride home 
was great too, riding through what can only be described as the 
English Prairies  
 
The only other meet I have managed was the meeting at The Royal 
Oak, again well attended.  Most notable for the revelation from 2 of our more esteemed 
members about their “criminal” associated past.  With stories that are hard to top. 

Hopefully there are some pictures in this report as I have sacked the previous 
picture editors (Mrs O’May & Daughter Rosie).  They have been replaced by 
Rocket Roger who we think maybe is more competent. 
 
Chris O 
28/8/22 

 
 


